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Deepmind 12d manual

Home - Manuals - Behringer - DEEPMIND 12 - User's Guide This page contains information about Behringer's DEEPMIND 12 User's Guide. A locally cached version of User's Guide is available at: This copy of User's Guide was originally available from: File size: 7,565 KB Click here to purchase products from Behringer. Behringer's new desktop synthesizer called DeepMind 12
features 12 analog voices and 4 digital effects that offer 30 klark teknik and TC Electronic algorithms. The DeepMind 12 has 2 DCO per voice, noise generator, Unison mode with a dedicated detune fader, three envelopes, two LFO per voice and an 8-bus modulation matrix that offers extensive control. Newer for synth gaming is built-in Wi-Fi with remote parameter control
compared to using a WI-FI computer or tablet enabled. With the creation of DEEPMIND 12, the latest, true 12-voice analog polyphonic synthesizer is finally a reality. DEEPMIND 12 allows you to evoke virtually any sound you can imagine with unreserved finesse and ease. With its 4 FX engines, dual analog OSC and voice LFO, 3 ADSR generators, 8 Modulation Matrix channels
and 32-Step Sequencer onboards, the DEEPMIND 12 gives you complete control over your soundscape. In addition, DEEPMIND 12 comes with a full remote control via iPad/PC/Mac and android apps selected on USB, MIDI or built-in Wifi, for a personalized workflow that allows your creative spirit to rise to new heights! Classical polyphonic synthesizer The inspired synthesizer
tracks established in the 1970s and 1980s are recorded in the annals of progressive rock and pop music forever, making them truly classic in every sense of the word. DEEPMIND 12's pure analog signal path with legendary IR3109-style VLF, stereo VCA, and 12-voice polyphony allows you to recreate all that magic or design powerful, original sounds that could make you a legend
in your own right. Glorious 12-Note Polyphony Playing chords and building textual soundscapes requires the ability to generate multiple notes or sounds at once. While the first analog synthesizers were monophonic (only 1 note at a time), or somewhat limited in the number of sounds they could produce at the same time, the DEEPMIND 12 increases your creativity with polyphony
to 12 notes. Each voice has 2 oscillators, with OSC 1 generating saw and square/pulsed waveforms with pulse width modulation, and OSC 2 generates square/pulsed waveforms with a unique tone modulation. With 24 oscillators at your disposal, a wide range of options becomes available. Oscillator Mode : Unison 12,6,4,3,2 Mono, Mono -2, Mono 4, Mono 6, Poly, Poly 8 Envelope
Trigger Modes : Bound, Mono, Retrigger Adding Oscillator Synchronization, Oscillator Drift and Parameter Drift the much sought-after heat recreation and movement from vintage analog synthesizers, without the inherent inherent inability and instability. In addition, oscillators can operate in sync mode to expand the Dramatically. Making Waves Individual voices also have 2 LFO
(Low Frequency Oscillators) with a range that extends into the audio frequency. Each LFO has adjustable slew speed, modulation delay, key synchronization, assignable clock synchronization (internal or external MIDI), automatic envelope triggering, as well as delay and fade-in. The 7 available waveforms are; Sine, Triangle, Square, Ramp Up, Ramp Down, Champion and Wait,
and Champion and Glide, for an amazing range of tonal options. The DEEPMIND 12 offers a very unusual Phase Link option for polyphonic UFOs that allow them to operate in Unison (Mono) or connect with an adjustable phase shift between voices. LSOs are also able to track key step using the mod matrix, this allows for transverse mod effects. 3 Envelope Generators When it
comes to envelope generation, DEEPMIND 12 has all bases covered, thanks to 3 ADSR envelope generators (Attack, Decay, Sustain, Release) by voice, each equipped with continuously variable curves for truly unique flexibility. DEEPMIND 12 offers all the options of versatility and tone sculpture that a professional musician might ask for! The DEEPMIND 12 has 3 four-stage
ADSR envelopes per voice. Unusually each phase has a continuously variable curve that allows great flexibility in envelope. Deepmind has very flexible envelopes that can be activated by Key, every LFO or control sequencer, plus envelopes can be loops well in audio speed. 8-Channel Modulation Matrix Do you want to modulate the reverb or compressor tail with the mod wheel?
How about the thrust of our Midas Multiband distortion with an LFO or aftertouch? you are limited only by your imagination with the possibilities of modulation of the DEEPMIND 12. With 19 modulation sources and more than 130 destinations we really provided deep modulation options; with press and hold shortcuts we made the selection of such sources and destinations quickly
and easily. DEEPMIND 12's modulation matrix expands your artistic creativity with up to 19 modulation sources that can be mapped to more than 130 destinations – even FX parameters! From simple and sublime, to outrageously complex, deepmind 12's 8-channel modulation matrix offers virtually unlimited modulation options, all while waiting for your exploration. 32-step control
sequencer The control sequencer features an adjustable slew speed, MIDI synchronization, and allows for a 32-step value model, which can range from -127 to 127. Other parameters that can be controlled via the sequencer include: known value, tie and length; slew; and swing. All of these can be mapped as modulation sources to any of the available destinations. The they also
have a mode to drive directly from the control sequencer. The full control remote control is available for DEEPMIND 12 via iPad/PC/Mac and for android apps selected on USB, MIDI or built-in WiFi for extended parameter control. The iPad app also features a robust preset manager, full concert list and Full Morpher Patch. Dual Analog Oscillator Signal Path A modern reincarnation
of a beloved analog classic (with passable studio FX), all deepmind 12 sounds are purely analog - up to OSC 1, which generates tachylota and square/pulse waveforms with user-definable pulse width modulation (PWM) and OSC 2, which generates square/pulsed waveforms with tone modulation. The combination of square/pulse on oscillator 1 and Tone Mod on oscillator 2 gives
the DM12 a unique and fresh character unheard of in current synthesizer architectures. Big, Fat Tones Everything about the DEEPMIND 12 is designed to give you total control over the creative process, or whatever we like to call it... make music! This applies to the 12/24 dB selectable dual-slope analog low-pass filter with adjustable resonance and tracking (per voice) and the
envelope beechkers that seamlessly transform individual segments of the envelope between linear, exponential, and reverse exponential curves. In addition, you can use powerful modes in unison and poles with detunes, pan spreads and drift parameters that can handle up to 12 voices per note for incredibly fat tones. And if you want even more, why not engage the global noise
generator to drastically expand the waveform options. The extreme versatility of DEEPMIND 12 allows you to be your best creative! Special features There are a lot of amazing features in the DEEPMIND 12 that are pretty much unheard of in this class, including several that really deserve to be called, special. While most synthesizers only allow single slide bearing, the DEEPMIND
12 allows you to create incredibly smooth mono and polyphonic slides that will really get your fruit juices flowing! Plus, you get 33 studio-level effects designed by some of the world's best sound designers ֠all can be modulated, thanks to the flexible 8-channel modulation matrix with 19 sources and over 130 destinations. It also comes with a very sophisticated Arpeggiator,
complete with a touch time button and user-configurable pattern modes that have a refinement level previously available only by a sequencer. Another powerful feature allows you to write extremely complex polydrds to ֠ and then run them at the push of a single key. And if your creation requires low room-shaking lines, you're going to love the boost switch on 6 dB high pass filter of
DEEPMIND 12. Add to this in unison and poly mode with detune, pan spread and drift parameters for up to 12 items per note ֠e you have the tools to exploit your full potential. It's what separates the DEEPMIND 12 from the competition! You're always in control We can't ֠ like you, we're heads of the road too! For those who want numbers, DEEPMIND 12 has: 26 sliders; 33 switches,
1 rotating encoder, 2 knobs, 1 spring wheel and 1 spring-assignable modulation wheel. Everyone is arranged in a highly intuitive format designed to put joy back into your musical creation. Music. the large, easy-to-read LCD screen provides quick parameter change and on-the-fly program selection, for real-time performance with real-time access to all important parameters.
Something to remember The patches uploaded to deepmind 12's memory were designed by some of the best sound designers in the world, and all of them are available for your editing. Parameter settings can be stored in one of the 1024 available user memory slots, which have a convenient ԣompare and matchԠfunction that allows you to match all analog controls to the values
stored in the program. DEEPMIND 12 provides more than enough memory to store different columns ֠ and even entire shows! DEEPMIND 12 connectivity is extended with: fully balanced stereo TRS outputs, for console audio power/mixing amplifiers; Telephones; Support; Pedal/CV; MIDI (In, Out, Thru), for external devices and DAW; and USB MIDI for computer and firmware
updates. The full MIDI implementation includes the NRPN/CC control of almost all parameters and bulk loading/saving. Unre demanding WiFi router You can easily take advantage of your home network via deepmind 12/access point's built-in and configurable WiFi client, without any additional hardware. Description of the field. Video images Type of technical specifications of the
store: Analog, Digital Synthesis: Subtractive Oscillators (Section) Open Manual Page Oscillators: 2 Waveforms: Pulse Variable, Saw Up, White Noise Osc Modulation: After Touch, Envelope, Glide / Bearing, Keyboard, Knob, LFO, Mod Wheel, Oscillator, Pitch Wheel, Sequencer, Sync Hard, Velocitytor Notes: Oscillator Drift Amount Add Feeling of Vintage Instability - Unison Mode:
1,2,3,6 or 12 Items Envelopes (-) Open Manual Page Envelope: 3 Evelope Paramerters: Sustain, Release, Freerun, Looping Filters (Section) Open manual page filters: 1 Types: 12dB Slope (2-pole), Slope 24dB (4-pole), High Pass, Low Pass, Modulation Filter resonance: Envelope, Keyboard, LFO, Velocity Filter Note: Midas low-pass - Continuous hi-pass - Self-oscillating audio
range - LFO Bi-ploar envelope modulation: 2 LFO Parameters : Noise, Sample &amp; Hold, Saw Up, Saw Down, Breast, Square, Triangle , Clocked, Delay, Key Sync, Phase LFO Notes:: - Variable slew speed : Mono and poly triggering - Polyphony of key tracking and tuning polyphony: 1 Timbraality: 1 Tuning: Standard Mode: Mono, Polyphonic, Split, Unison Patches Patch RAM:
1024 Patches ROM: 256 Storage: Internal, USB Editing: MIDI, WIFI Arpeggiator Effects Arpeggiator - 4 blocks of effects - 32 algorithms - Vintage effect models: - Lexicon 480L - EMT250 - PCM70 - SPL Vitalizer - Fairchild 670 - EDISON EX1 , Roland Dimension D Chorus Sequencer - 32 steps , Gate Time , Slew control , Slew , Modulate value, tie and length Case Cases
Dimensioni rack Rack: 6U Controlli: Pulsanti, manopole, cursori, pedale - Sustain, Pedale - Volume Display Type: LCD, OLED, Connessioni retroilluminate Connessioni audio Connessioni: 1/4 Phone Jack, Stereo Main, Main, Headphone audio output count: 4 MIDI ports: IN, OUT, THRU, USB CV PORTS: CV IN Power: 120/220 V AC, IEC Connector Year of Production Released:
2017 User Manuals Product Links Product Sites: [-] www.music-group.com MSRP List Prices: $899 - Convert Retail Street Price: $799 - Convert Video Shop Shopping Images [-] Amazon [-] Google Shopping-related Synthesizers References &amp;amp; Sources Synthesizing Report Log in to follow this
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